
Land Betterment Corporation fosters positive social and 

environmental impact by up-cycling former coal mining 

sites to create sustainable community development 

and job creation. In the impacted communities we are 

witnessing a moment of change as our society 

transitions away from coal-based fuels.

We develop and implement real world solutions to real 

world problems.  

www.landbetterment.com



www.landbetterment.com

Central Appalachia and the 

rust belt has been decimated 

by the emergence of energy 

independent from low cost 

natural gas. 

Drastic shifts have resulted in a 

massive amount of unused 

infrastructure and property 

that can be utilized for 

economic and environmental 

progress for the good of the 

local community. 

We can Repair the Earth while also utilizing the land 

for new community development opportunities.

Job Opportunities are an essential element to a 

healthy community.  Healthy communities also help 

keep the earth clean and safe. 

Our business utilizes the Skill Set, Talent, and Desire 
of the local community.

We have the Experience, Knowledge, and 

Resources to execute a new vision for the area. 

Our team has developed a Passion and Network 
to bring new jobs opportunities to a region that used 

to be one-dimensional.



Reclaim Land

Repurpose Land

"Land Betterment is committed to restoring the 

impacted land from prior coal mining and industrial 

sites and bettering the land into areas that the local 

communities can be proud of, while generating 

employment and reinvigorating the region.”

KRISTIE SLONE
TEAM LEADER

www.landbetterment.com



We are bringing real opportunities to the 

community that the people truly want.  

Simple solutions utilizing the deep skill sets of 

the region’s population

Land Betterment

Brands

www.landbetterment.com

BETTERMENT MULCH
A rubber recycling company that primarily utilizes 
abandoned tires from prior thermal coal mining 
activities to create high quality mulch on previously 
impacted lands.
bettermentmulch.com

EKO
ekō is a ecological affordable development company 
using innovative solutions to upcycle land for the 
community through high end energy efficient 
modular homes.
ekovillages.com

BETTERMENT METAL
A metal recovery and recycling company of prior coal 
mining and industrial sites to be upcycled for a new 
and useful purpose. The metals we recovery litter the 
earth are being used for new metal production.
bettermentmetal.com

BETTERMENT SPIRITS (COAL CRAFT SPIRITS)
COAL Craft Spirits is small batch craft spirits brand 
that is earth grown through a farm to bottle 
experience focusing on environmental stewardship, 
quality and perfectionism. 
coalcraftspirits.com

POLLINATE
Organic bee farm and processing facility established 
on a protected site upcycled from its prior life as a 
coal mine refuse disposal area. 
www.beespollinate.com

BETTERMENT HARVESTS
Sustainable farming company that upcycles land to 
provide the highest quality of agriculture. Our organic 
products sell direct to farmers market or farm to 
bottle customers.
www.bettermentharvests.com

http://www.bluegrassmulch.com/
http://www.ekovillages.com/
http://www.bettermentmetal.com/
http://www.coalcraftspirits.com/
http://www.beespollinate.com/
http://www.bettermentharvests.com/

